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Open MIC is open for anyone.      

9:00: AM Pacific Thursday 800 504-8071 Code is 5556463 

Questions? 

Anthony Owen at Tony@annuity.com  Chad Owen at Chad@annuity.com 

Joe Rych at Joe@annuity.com Bill Broich at bbroich@msn.com 
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“The market potential of creating new 
services and products for the “un-
annuited” and “under-annuited” 
population in America is massive.”    

 

Bill Broich 
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Hot News and Other Helpful Info 
 Variable Annuity Sales records: 

http://www.annuitynewsjournal.com/top-two-annuity-providers-see-
over-1-billion-in-variable-annuity-sales-2/ 

 Wall Street Article: http://www.marketwatch.com/story/four-

time-bombs-that-will-blow-up-wall-street-2011-03-01 

 US Debt Article: http://finance.yahoo.com/banking-

budgeting/article/112189/who-owns-the-us 

 American Equity Profit: 
http://www.annuitynewsjournal.com/american-equity-improves-
profits/ 

 Annuity Tax Deferral Article:  
http://www.annuitynewsjournal.com/annuity-tax-deferral/ 

  

 
Here is another article about tax deferral on 
annuities…..You think 151a was a fight, that was nothing 
compared to this one….BB 

Annuity tax alteration may hurt middle class 
Report from IRI is pre-emptive strike against possible change 

 By Mark Schoeff Jr. 

March 6, 2011 6:01 am ET 

Preoccupied by a battle over federal spending, Congress has barely begun 
considering another piece of budget balancing: comprehensive tax 
reform.  

Although the idea is germinating, the insurance industry is launching a 
campaign to protect tax advantages for annuities.  

In a report released last Monday, the Insured Retirement Institute said that 
tax-deferred earnings on annuities mostly benefit middle-income investors. 
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According to the study, 80% of annuity purchasers make less than 
$100,000, and 64% make less than $75,000.  

The IRI said that it put together the report to educate several different 
audiences — policymakers, investment advisers and consumers — about the 
role that annuities play in boosting retirement savings.  

Congress will decide whether to eliminate the tax-deferred status 
of the products in an effort to raise revenue to address the yawning budget 
gap. Annuity holders don't have to pay taxes on the vehicles until they make 
a withdrawal, allowing them to build up tax-free.  

A national deficit commission in December recommended ending all so-
called tax exclusions in order to lower individual rates. The panel's report 
wasn't sent to Congress for a vote, but its ideas could find their way into 
legislation.  

The IRI and other insurance advocates want to make sure that the annuity 
tax deferral is protected. The IRI argues that the tax breaks are crucial to 
helping people build a retirement nest egg.  

“Although the removal of tax deferral would not necessarily result in a 
smaller accumulated value, the owner would need to tap other sources 
for the funds to pay the tax, reducing long-term savings in the process,” 
according to the IRI report. “This would be cumbersome for the majority of 
annuity contract holders, who are primarily the middle class.”  

Annuities are an important product for Americans, who increasingly must 
provide for their own retirement income as defined-benefit pensions have 
declined in favor of defined-contribution options, said Cathy Weatherford, 
the IRI's president and chief executive.  

“Millions of Americans are looking for ways to provide themselves with the 
"mailbox money' that will give them a guaranteed paycheck for life,” she 
said in a statement. “Annuities, and their tax-deferred status, are uniquely 
poised to provide middle-class Americans with the retirement peace of 
mind they seek.”  

Annuity advocates will have to overcome skepticism about the products 
that revolves around their complexity and the sales techniques used to 
promote them.  
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Variable annuities can be a good investment, but consumers have to be 
careful about wading into the market, said Barbara Roper, director of 
investor protection at the Consumer Federation of America.  

“They are arguably among the more costly, oversold investment options 
available,” she said.  

“[Insurance organizations'] pitch on variable annuities would be more 
convincing if they cut down on abusive sales practices in the industry,” Ms. 
Roper said.  

E-mail Mark Schoeff Jr. at mschoeff@investmentnews.com.  

 
----------------------------------- 
LIMRA Names 2010's Top 20 Annuity Writers 

Prudential, MetLife and Jackson National Life top the list of overall total annuities for 
2010. 

Insurance Networking News, March 3, 2011  

Carrie Burns 

New research from LIMRA today finds that total individual annuity sales rose 6% 
during the fourth quarter of 2010 as compared to the same period last year to reach 
$57.6 billion. This was a 3% improvement from the third quarter of 2010. For the year, 
total annuity sales dropped 7% from 2009, primarily based on the performance of 
fixed annuity sales. 

However, half of the top 20 annuity writers improved their sales in 2010, LIMRA says, 
which released the top 20 writers of overall total annuities, variable annuities and 
fixed annuities for 2010.   

  

The top 20 leaders in overall annuity sales are: Here are the 
fixed EIOSA carriers….rest are variable 

7. Allianz Life of North America—$10,281,460 

10. ING—$6,619,503 
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12. AVIVA—$5,780,366 

14. American Equity Investment Life—$4,668,559 

In addition, 70% of variable annuity writers increased their 
sales, with the top three experiencing record sales. The top 
variable annuity writer in 2010 was Prudential Annuities, 
recording $21.7 billion in variable annuity sales; and the top 
fixed annuity writer in 2010 was Allianz, with a total of $7.1 
billion in fixed annuity sales. 

 

 

----------------------------------- 
"Investors should view June 30th, 2011… like 
D-Day" 
 
From our friend Porter Stansberry…. 

The above quote is from Bond King Bill Gross – who manages the world's 
largest bond fund for PIMCO. On June 30, the government's second round 
of quantitative easing (QE2) ends – after a combined $900 billion between 
new money and maturing bonds.  

As a massive purchaser of U.S. Treasury bonds and municipal bonds, 
PIMCO is worried. Currently, Gross says, "Bond yields and stock prices 
are resting on an artificial foundation of QE2 credit that may or may 
not lead to a successful private market handoff and stability in currency and 
financial markets." 
 
As Gross notes, the Fed has purchased nearly 70% of the U.S. 
government bonds issued since the beginning of QE2. China, 
Japan, and other sovereigns purchase the rest. So the Treasury issues 
bonds, and the Fed buys them. It's a scam. And the important (and 
obvious) question Gross poses is, "Who will buy Treasury’s when the Fed 
doesn't?" 
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At current yields (10-year Treasurys at 3.24%), we'd say the government 
will have a hard time finding buyers… But everything is a buy at the right 
price. The next question is, what's that price? In Gross' opinion, "Treasury 
yields are perhaps 150 basis points or 1.5% too low when viewed on a 
historical context and when compared with expected nominal GDP growth 
of 5%." 
 
What else is the Fed spending its QE2 money on? Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac, of course. As part of their takeover, Fannie and Freddie are required 
to pay a 10% dividend on the Treasury's preferred shares. It costs the firms 
around $15 billion a year. According to the Wall Street Journal, "The firms 
have paid $7.5 billion in total dividend payments, while receiving injections 
of $5.7 billion to help keep them in business." 
 
It's ludicrous, but Fannie and Freddie say it's working. Fannie reported 
fourth-quarter income of $73 million last week – its first profitable quarter 
in 3.5 years. Oh… but that doesn't count the $2.2 billion Fannie had to pay 
the government (the government gave Fannie $2.6 billion that quarter). 
 

   

---------QE2 Information…. Quantitative easing is simply printing more money. With 
quantitative easing the Fed aggressively buys government bonds and other securities in 
large quantities. 

So how does the Federal Reserve print money? First, it buys government bonds and 
other financial securities from big New York City banks. It pays for these bonds with 
newly created electronic money, using computers to change the records of the 
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banks’ accounts at the Fed. If the banks want paper dollars, Federal Reserve Notes, the 
Department of the Mint at the U.S. Treasury prints and sends crisp new dollars to the 
Federal Reserve which forwards them to the banks.--------- 

 
 
So the Treasury sells its bonds to the Fed, which it pays for in 
printed money. And the Treasury "loans" billions to Fannie and 
Freddie (the U.S. housing market), which they then pay back to 
the Treasury.  

 

Is Madoff in charge of this?….BB 
--------------------------------------- 
Be Smart 
 

If you are going to be a professional and compete in 
today’s environment, you must know what these terms 
mean (in the financial trade). 

Be smarter than other agents, learn this information, 
file it away and understand what others mean when 
these terms are used.   

My bet is you will hear these terms from a prospect (who 
heard it from a financial planner).   

Be smart. 

 

Babysitting, Buying Power, Crunching, 
Investor, Jigged Out, Melting, Nut, Scalper, 
Scalper, Stick, Tanking, Whacked. 
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Definitions and more are at end of notes….BB  

 

--------------------------------------- 
Sorry Durbin, Bank Fees Will Rage No 
Matter What 

 Posted by Mary Wisniewski on March 1, 2011 at 11:00am  
 
SAN FRANCISCO - No matter how much new regulation crops up, 
financial institutions will continue to find ways to charge consumers fees. 
That was one of the sentiments expressed at today’s Future of Money & 
Technology Summit. 
 

“Fees never went away, and they will get worse,” said 
PayPal’s CTO Scott Guilfoyle. 
 
Schwark Satyavolu of BillShrink, meanwhile, predicts that consumers will 
foot the bill for revenue banks lose to the enactment of the Durbin 
amendment, which caps the interchange fees that financial institutions 
charge merchants. That, however, is “the biggest opportunity” for 
everybody attending the conference, Satyavolu declared. 
Besides fees staying en vogue, panelists also maintained financial 
institutions are saying goodbye to freebies they once bestowed to their 
customers. 
 

“The statement that it’s expensive to be poor will be even more 
obvious in the next few years,” said Ryan Gilbert, CEO of 
Billfloat.  

 

http://www.bankinnovation.net/profiles/blog/show?id=2216016:BlogPost:57530&xgs=1&x
g_source=msg_share_post 
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-------------------------- 
Our good friend Dan Barnard in Virginia recently sent 
this letter to his clients and database prospects.  Smart 
marketing and something we should all do,  Dan (as 
always) has allowed us t see his work.  Like all of this 
crew, he gives…. 

Thanks Dan…..BB 

 

I highlighted a few point (in red).  The issue is simple, let 
your database know there is no risk and their important 
money is safe…..BB  

 

                                                 Daniel Barnard & Associates, Inc.                                        

                                                           Dan Barnard President 

Financial Services                                                                                 
5 West Queens Way                      Phone: 757-722-9715 

Suite 203                Fax: 757-722-9713 

Hampton, VA 23669        Email: DanBarnard@dba1.net 

           danbarnard.retirevillage.com  

 

                                                                                                                                      March 2011  

To:  Our Many Valued Clients 

Re:  Salmon and the Stock Market          
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We have all launched into twenty-eleven.  Your decision to park money into a Safe Money Annuity will always 
rank among your top 3-5 best decisions.  Let’s talk about why that decision makes such a difference in your 
personal and financial life.  

For starters, many economists are nonplused by a tax-payer fueled market “recovery”; the unemployment rate, 
now at 17% including under-employed, will remain high into the foreseeable future.  The result of a Federal 
Reserve, low interest rate housing boom and bust mean slow economic growth, slow consumer spending, and 
limited business investment.  Additionally, our top billing on the world stage is challenged by China and the 
European Union trying to weaken U.S. dollar domination on the world scene. 

Market cheerleaders keep talking up expected earnings in private sector companies, but fail to note that much of 
recent earnings growth is non-sustainable; depending on how closely you follow the financial markets, you might 
be surprised to learn that profits are at new highs, but stock prices are still 20% below their highs.  Plainly, we see 
new highs in profits haven’t translated into new highs in stock prices.  Let’s go back even further, after-tax 
corporate profits soared 175% from the 1st quarter of 2000 through 2nd quarter of 2010 – but during that 
same time, stock prices fell 15%.  Right now, people choosing the market are swimming upstream like a Salmon 
run, and expectations of a rising market ignores reality on several fronts: 

1) Much of the recent earnings growth is directly related to federal stimulus that will eventually end.   

2) Much of the earnings in the financial sector are vaporous – based on assets that are not marked to the market.   

3) Earnings in the financial and nonfinancial sectors look great on paper, but really are based on low head counts 
and outsourcing.   

Do you know what concerns me most?   Demographics.  Right now the decade starts with high valuations in the 
financial markets, but it comes at a time when peak earnings of boomers have come and gone.  These boomers are 
launching into retirement and will spend their savings, not spend more on housing and toys.  Unfortunately, 
looking ahead, the factoids strongly suggest not just 10, but 20 year returns are likely to be low (if not negative). 

To complicate matters, we sustain a staggering debt resulting from excessive entitlement spending.  How does our 
government respond?  By issuing tailor made straight jackets to U.S. business with burdensome regulation, 
restricting consumer choice and mandating purchases.  Last month the NHTSA proposed a new auto safety 
regulation, which requires all new vehicles sold in the U.S. by 2014 to have a “rear view” backup camera to 
prevent 100 deaths per year (usually children).  Every child death is tragic, but the estimated cost is $2 billion 
annually ($20 million per life saved).  Truly this is a case of dueling agencies because the DOT, not to be 
outdone, proposes to disable your cell phone while driving just above certain speeds – it all sounds good; but 
more probing from a shadow government composed of unelected regulators issuing mandates in a non-democratic 
process carries results: namely more mandated expense and less productivity.   

Against this backdrop, nonetheless, the investment industry routinely induces people to park their retirement 
accounts in stocks, bonds, and mutual funds because of a rising market that directly benefited from a generous tax 
base.  Thus, it should come as no surprise to you that traditional fixed and indexed annuities occasionally come 
under attack because of one-sided and inaccurate information from the media, relatives, neighbors, friends (maybe 
your own adult children).  Never get your financial information from financial tabloids…the average journalist 
does not even take any financial courses in college.  Have you ever noticed that a majority of the Sunday pull-
out section of the newspaper or TV programs routinely trash fixed/indexed annuities, but seldom balance 
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these hit pieces with information bites from the other side of the fence?  Who is behind this negativity?  
Follow the money, the investment industry in absentia utilizing the sympathetic ear of a gullible media complex.  
But the facts speak for themselves: a person was more likely to cash in at Vegas, or die in an automobile accident, 
than make a profit in the stock market in the first decade of this Century. 

People who invested in the market from 2000 – 2010 earned a paltry -2.4% while Fixed/Indexed customers 
averaged 6% annually during the same period.  During this same period that was so difficult for most financial 
markets, no fixed/indexed annuity owner lost one cent of principal, or the interest they gained, during the most 
negative market since the “Great Depression”. 

The National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) is an organization that represents Stock Brokers and 
Mutual Fund Salesmen.  The NASD wants Fixed/Indexed annuities to be treated as Securities, and controlled by 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).  Very interesting, since the NASD concedes it is not their role to 
determine the securities status of any insurance contract or other financial instrument. 

As of this writing, the NASD is smarting from their lost bid last year in the U.S. Congress to get the   SEC to 
regulate these annuity products as securities; this is the 2nd such defeat for the NASD since 1997, so – why do 
stock brokers keep wanting to sell the kind of annuities you now own…but tell you not to buy it - if it means 
divesting your stocks, bonds, or mutual funds to fund the new annuity product?  Easy answer: the public likes 
these products, and the investment industry wants to rebrand these vehicles as investments, charge fees, and get in 
on the take.  The Government and Courts won’t allow it – so the stock brokers’ proxies, like the NASD and SEC, 
vent their wrath by trumpeting nursery rhymes and myths, via a gullible media, about how these special products 
work, and they dispute how they protect your investment dollars.  

Do you know what their biggest “myth” about annuities is?   That you can’t get to your money.   Nonsense.   
You have all sorts of privileges that allow you to get your money; for example, interest income, monthly income, 
systematic withdrawals, the ability to “walk away” with all your principal and interest at the end of the contract 
term….you even have surrender privileges.  Annuities operate on a “vesting” schedule and are highly vested from 
day 1.  Normally, you recover 100% of your purchase payment in the 2nd year if you decide to call it quits. Please 
find me another long-term contract that recovers 100% of starting value that fast if you bail out before you really 
reap the benefits of the planned strategy. 

How long is too long for surrender charges?  How old is too old for any surrender charge?  A 65 year old female 
lives 22.5 more years.  An 80 year old female lives 10.8 more years.  If either one purchased a 10 year plan 
design, is it unsuitable?  Certainly not, if she wants to pass the money to her heirs and her income needs are fully 
met by the free withdrawal features of an annuity.  What happens at death?  Most annuities have no surrender 
fees at death. 

Now, let’s talk about the liquidity of a CD.  You have one week per year to rollover a 1 year CD or it will renew 
for another year with a brand new penalty.  One week a year to get your CD money without a penalty.  Let’s see, 
that is 70 days out of 10 years.  So less than 2% of the time, the money was available to you penalty free during 
the 10 year period you kept rolling over the CD. 

The annuity surrender charge reduces to 0 and you can even get to the money during the interest earning period.  
In contrast, you can rollover a CD for 30 years and in year 31 you will also have a penalty period for premature 
withdrawals. All financial products have liquidity charges if a client wants to terminate a plan prematurely. With 
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annuities, such charges are temporary and voluntary, and only materialize if the contract is shut down too soon – 
which negates the whole reason for selecting an annuity to begin with. 

Treating all people as having the same financial needs and telling them to only buy products with short surrender 
periods is like mandating that all people buy a Yugo so no one goes too fast!                                                                                     

A larger myth is that annuities are not suitable for the buying public.  Fortunately, there is no consumer 
evidence to support this.  This “duped” assumption hits a brick wall on two fronts:  (1) Annuity products are 
highly regulated by each individual state and the product features are fully disclosed on state approved and 
required forms.  (2) People who save money are fully competent to purchase luxury cars, homes, stocks, 
aluminum siding, and other high dollar items - why not annuities?  

The plain truth is that there are no medical, psychological, emotional, or other reasons to assume consumers can’t 
make informed decisions.  Especially when a good Financial Advisor will fully explain and document the key 
annuity features that guide when and how clients access their money.   

Smile…your money is smiling. It’s a pleasure to keep you informed. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Daniel Barnard 

 

-------------------------------------------- 
Our prospects and clients are concerned about the 
increase in gas value…..I wrote about this a year 
ago…..BB 
 
Could Oil More Than Double From Current 
Levels?  (links left in) 

 
According to Michael Lo of Nomura Securities, oil prices could rise up to 
$220/barrel in the near-term thanks to the current situation in the Middle 
East and North Africa.  
 
In his sensational call that has quickly grabbed headlines throughout the 
world, Lo claims that if Algeria follows Libya and falls into disarray, then oil 
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has the potential to push past the $200/barrel mark. Lo says that if Libya 
and Algeria halt their oil production altogether, then oil may hit 
$220/barrel.  
 
In his call, Lo compared the current situation in the Middle East and North 
Africa to the 1990-91 Gulf War. A Wall Street Journal article noted earlier 
today that oil rose 130% in two months around that time. 
 
For what it's worth, a number of publications have come out today and 
slammed Lo's research report, calling it sensationalistic and ill-conceived.  
 
It was only a matter of time before someone issued another headline-
grabbing prediction for the price of oil. It's a risk worth taking for almost 
any analyst - if the price of oil ends up hitting $220/barrel, then Michael Lo 
ends up looking like a genius and will be able to take a high-paying position 
at another firm. If the price of oil stops its parabolic rise and doesn't come 
close to $220/barrel, then people will likely forget about Lo's call anyways. 
Besides, his call wasn't really a call - it was a bunch of conjecture. "If this 
happens and that happens, then oil could hit $220/barrel". It certainly 
wasn't a "I believe that oil will hit $x by this date" type of call.  
 
If oil does hit $220/barrel, then driving across the country for that family 
vacation is going to be extremely expensive.  

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Make sure you are aware of these points, your clients 
and prospects will be exposed to them….BB  

(I added some points in red which are mine and not part of Susan’s article 
and I highlighted some of her remarks in balck) 

 

Crooks Get Ideal Conditions for Market 
Schemes:  
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Susan Antilla 
By Susan Antilla - Feb 17, 2011 4:00 PM PT  
Bloomberg Opinion 

Did somebody say America was having a hard time getting back to work 
after the financial crisis and ensuing recession? Forget the dopey career 
counselors who are coaching you to earn a new degree. There’s a job sector 
poised to enter a new golden age, and it doesn’t even require a high school 
diploma. So all you aspiring millionaires had better listen up.  

“This is a perfect time if you want to be a crook,” says Joseph Borg, 
the 16-year veteran securities regulator who runs the Alabama Securities 
Commission. Borg, who has seen his share of creepy wrongdoers, doesn’t 
mean just any kind of crook, of course. He’s talking about lawbreakers who 
sweet-talk investors out of their money with everything from misleading 
products and promises to bogus tax shelters, real estate pools and Ponzi 
schemes.  

Why now? Because everything is going right for you if you’re in the business 
of cheating investors, that’s why. In fact, I’ll count down 10 good reasons:  

10. The nation’s biggest securities regulator, hardly a paragon of effective 

policing in the first place, is being neutered. Budget constraints at the 
Securities and Exchange Commission have meant putting plans on hold 
for a new Office of the Whistleblower, among other stalled SEC 
projects. If you’re a bad guy at a brokerage firm looking to make a little 
mischief, you can rest easier about the risk of a colleague ratting you out for 
fun and profit.  Sort of like the SEC wanted to take over our industry, just 
think who would be making the rules, broker dealer firms….BB 

9. If you’re looking for easy marks, demographics are on your side. The 

over-60 crowd is panicked about the soundness of the Social Security 
system and afraid of the stock market. The 75-plus crowd, long enamored 
with certificates of deposit, is freaked out that interest rates are so low. The 
former credit- card junkies now in their 40s and 50s have lost big on their 
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McMansions and want to make a quick recovery. These groups are 
desperate for returns, making them targets for fraud.  Really a greed issue 
or a desperation issue….BB 

8. The trend is your friend if you’re hunting for a new idea for a bogus 

product. Inflation worries are picking up, and if it kicks in enough to hurt, 
the public will be sitting ducks for schemes supposedly backed by real 
estate, gold or silver. If you see a rising consumer price index, new 
investment products with names like “The Inflation Buster” will not be far 
behind, says Borg, the securities regulator.  Gold and owning it doesn’t 
mean it will cover inflation over any reasonable period of time…see Open 
MIC notes form 3-3-11…BB 

7. Another trend favoring swindlers: Rising gasoline prices that may lead 

to new opportunities to package oil and gas schemes. Once gasoline hits $4 
a gallon, investors let down their guards and become more vulnerable to 
energy-related scams, Borg says.  

6. State watchdogs are getting more work just as budgets are under 

pressure. About 4,000 investment advisers who previously were regulated 
by the SEC will begin to be policed by the states this year. That may be bad 
news for the advisers -- 3,000 of whom have never been examined by the 
SEC -- because state regulators say they’ll make inspections a priority. But 
some states are reducing oversight in other areas to make time for the new 
adviser workload. The cagey crook will find out which activities are getting 
less scrutiny. I have confidence in the state’s DOI…BB 

5. Deregulation is the “it” thing in Washington, and that’s a plus if you 

don’t like regulators breathing down your neck. Unfortunately we have 
learned form Wall Street that deregulating is an invitation to cutting 
corners and taking advantage…BB 

4. Technology is opening new frontiers for cheats. The May 6 so-called 

flash crash that took the Dow down almost 1,000 points in a matter of 
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minutes was a head-scratcher for regulators who work with the tech version 
of Edsels while traders use state-of-the-art systems. The potential for 
manipulation is huge, says Denise Crawford, securities commissioner of the 
Texas State Securities Board. “Market regulators are so behind in that 
whole area that I’m not sure they will ever catch up,” she says. Internet 
schemes like leads for agents is an example, don’t do it yourself, let the pros 
do it and pay for the elads….BB 

3. Elizabeth Warren probably won’t be around for long. Republicans hate 

her and she doesn’t have a permanent appointment to her job as head of 
the new Consumer Financial Protection Agency. So if your area of expertise 
is mortgage fraud or bait-and-switch bank products, it might just be a 
matter of waiting it out until the pro-consumer regulator is shipped back to 
her gig as a Harvard University professor.   I say transparency is the key, do 
you agree? I don’t think Wall Street dies…BB 

2. Business risk is low. We’re just stumbling back from a financial crisis, 

and companies that helped fuel the meltdown with aggressive accounting or 
dicey disclosure got bailed out, not indicted. So what are you worried 
about?   See David Braun’s “New Math” from Open MIC 2-24-11…BB 

1. Even if you do get in trouble -- and I’m not saying that’s likely -- there 

are great lawyers around to get your career back on track. Hire one of the 
stars who cycled through the SEC before settling in at a law firm. Before 
you know it, your lawyer will be swapping stories about the old days over 
drinks with an agency pal, and you’ll be back in the game faster than you 
can say “regulatory capture.”   No comment….BB 

  

To contact the writer of this column: Susan Antilla in New York at 
santilla@bloomberg.net  
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---------------------------------- 
Note to agent…promissory notes are used in many 
banking and corporate situations and are legitimate.  
However….this area can also contain fraud….see the SEC 
below…..BB 

 

Promissory Notes.  Recently one of our good long term 
clients wintered in Palm Springs and saw an ad in 
newspaper about high interest.  The ad said 

“Guaranteed” 

“Safe” 

“High Interest”……11% 

“No Risk” 

 

The issue isn’t whetehr a promissory note is legal but is 
it fraudulent?  See below. 

 

Use the SEC for what were designed for, 
information!..Here is some great info about promissory 
notes…..BB 

 
(from SEC) 
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Promissory Notes Can Be Less 
Than Promised 
Investors who consider buying promissory notes need to check them out 
thoroughly. 
  
Unlike many investments today, promissory notes sound simple and safe, 
and appear to be an attractive alternative to volatile stocks and bonds. 
However, while promissory notes can be legitimate investments, some 
promissory notes sold widely to individual investors are not. Investors need 
to be informed and understand the investment they are considering. 
  
What is a Promissory Note? 
  
A promissory note is a form of debt that companies sometimes use, like 
loans, to raise money. The company, through the notes, promises to return 
the buyer's funds (principal), and to make fixed interest payments to the 
buyer in exchange for borrowing the money. Promissory notes have set 
terms, or repayment periods, ranging from a few months to several years. 
  
Even legitimate promissory notes involve risks—the company issuing them 
may have problems, such as competition, bad management, or severe 
market conditions, that make it impossible for the company to carry out its 
promise to pay interest and principal to note buyers. Investors also need to 
know that bona fide notes are marketed almost exclusively to corporate and 
other sophisticated investors, who have the expertise and information to 
determine if the investment is a good one. 
  
What's the Problem? 
  
Problems with promissory notes fall into three main categories: deception 
of investors, unregistered securities, and unregistered sellers. 
  

Deception of Investors 
The promissory note programs that are scams are often sold with the 
following deceptive statements: 1) investors would receive very high, 
double digit returns, 2) returns were guaranteed, and 3) the notes were 
backed by collateral to guarantee them. Frequently, a fraudulent 
promoter will persuade an independent life insurance agent, by offering 
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very large commissions, to sell the notes to the agent's trusting 
customers. Often, promissory note schemes target the elderly and their 
retirement savings. 
  
Unregistered Securities 
Although those selling them may not know or admit it, these promissory 
notes are usually securities and must be registered with the SEC or the 
State they are sold in—or they must have a specific exemption from 
registration under the law. If the note is not registered, it will not be 
subject to review by regulators before it is sold, and investors have to do 
their own investigation to confirm that the company can pay its debt. 
  
Unregistered Sellers 
These promissory notes are usually securities, but those selling them 
often do not have the required securities sales license. If registered 
individual brokers are involved, they may be selling the notes without 
their firms' approval. 

  
(I would copy this, below, and add it to my handouts if I 
were you…..BB) 
 
How to Protect Yourself 
  
If you are thinking about investing in a promissory note, you should 
carefully consider the following: 
  

Ask why the seller wants to sell to you. 
Bona fide corporate promissory notes generally are sold to sophisticated 
buyers who can do their own research on the company issuing the notes 
to determine whether the notes are a good deal. The fact that promissory 
notes are being sold to individual investors is itself a danger signal. 
  
Check and Verify 
Check with the SEC's EDGAR Database to see if the notes are registered. 
(Remember that most promissory notes are securities and have to be 
registered with the SEC and the state they are sold in, unless they are 
specifically exempt from registration under law.) Check with your state 
securities regulators whether the investment and the salesperson are in 
compliance with your state's securities laws. 
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Broker Role 
If you are buying through a broker, ask if the note is being sold through 
the broker's firm. If not, it is being "sold away" and you will miss 
important investor protections that flow from the broker's and the firm's 
regulatory obligations. 
  
Guaranteed Returns 
Know that a salesperson cannot guarantee a particular return. Even if the 
note has a fixed interest return, the investment may not pay that 
amount—or return your principal—to you. Moreover, the seller may say 
the notes are insured, but not mention that the insurer may not be 
legitimate—and outside the US and beyond the reach of our laws. 
  
High Returns 
Recognize that these notes usually offer double-digit returns—those 
greater than 10%—while, at the current time, legitimate safe investments 
have a much lower return. Remember that the higher the return, the 
greater the risk. 
  
Exorbitant Commissions 
Ask specifically how much compensation the salesperson is getting. 
Normal commissions rarely exceed 5%; these notes offer much more, as 
high as 30% or even 50%. 
  
Issuing Company 
Ask how the company issuing the notes will generate the returns to pay 
you your interest. Find out what part of the money that the company will 
be getting will be used up by marketing and promoter's costs, which may 
hurt the company's chances of paying you back. 

 

-------------------------------------------- 
Disclaimer:  The listing below was not written by me, 
however, I completely agree with the report.  Knowing 
and understanding these risks are vital to any income 
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planning and to explain the benefits  and negatives of 
bonds in relationship to annuities.   

You should know these verbatim….BB 

Here is the link and credit: 
http://www.investinginbonds.com/learnmore.asp?catid=3&id=383 

 

Risks Investing in Bonds 

There are many risks when investing in bonds. Investors can minimize their 
negative exposures by knowing the risks involved in investing in bonds.  

Following you can find the basic risk categories:  

 

1. Interest Rate Risks  

Interest rate risk is usually the major factor influencing a bond's market 
price and total return.  

The market prices of most bonds move in the opposite direction of a change 
in interest rates and if the general consensus among bond investors is that 
the rate of inflation will increase in the future, lowering the purchasing 
power of a given currency, then the investor will demand a higher return for 
investing in a bond.  

The increase in the interest rate results in that newly issued bonds will pay 
higher interest rates to compensate for the investorsʼ expected loss of 
purchasing power.  

The prices of bonds currently trading in the market will decrease, which 
effectively will increase the return to the prospective purchaser of the bond 
without changing the coupon payment.  
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Interest rate risk increases for bonds with longer maturities and lower 
coupon payments, and decreases for bonds with shorter maturities and 
higher coupon payments.  

 

2. Reinvestment Risks  

Reinvestment risk is related to interest rate risk, but has the opposite effect 
on a bond's performance.  

Reinvestment risk refers to the risk that the rate at which the coupons and 
the principal cash flows from a bond that are reinvested will be lower than 
the expected rate in effect when the bond was purchased.  

If the expected interest rates decrease during the holding period of a bond, 
the value of the coupon increases, if it is paid at a fixed rate, while the 
reinvestment value of the coupon flows decreases, due to the lower market 
rates earned on the reinvested coupon.  

Reinvestment risks increase for bonds with longer maturities and higher 
coupon payments, and decrease for bonds with shorter maturities and 
lower coupon rates.  

 

3. Credit Risks  

Credit risk is the risk that the issuer of a bond will be unable to make the 
coupon and principal payments specified for a given bond.  

This risk is the risk that most investors focus on when purchasing bonds, 
but it usually has less of an effect on returns than some of the other risks, 
namely interest rate risk or call risk.  

Credit risk is usually quantified by comparing a bond's yield to that of a 
bond with a similar maturity and cash flows but with negligible credit risk, 
i.e., a Treasury security.  

Credit risk is evaluated by major bond rating agencies, Standard & Poor's, 
Moody's, Duff & Phelps, Fitch, etc.  
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As the credit risks of a bond increase, any changes to that perceived credit 
risks tend to have an increased impact on a bond's price.  

The credit risks of high yields, or junk bonds, are significant and therefore a 
change in the credit quality of an issuer of high yield bonds will be apt to 
have a significant impact on the bonds of that issuer.  

 

4. Call Risks  

Many bonds have call features as part of their structures, and these call 
features represent another risk to the bondholders.  

A bond with a call feature can be redeemed by the issuer prior to maturity 
at a specified price. In practice, most bonds with call features will be 
redeemed by the issuer when interest rates have dropped significantly and 
the issuer can refinance the debt at a lower cost.  

Conditions that make call features valuable to the issuers make bonds with 
call features less desirable to investors.  

Because of this, purchasers of callable bonds will typically demand a higher 
yield at purchase for callable bonds than for similar bonds without call 
features  

All mortgage bonds have call features that are exercisable by the mortgage 
holders by refinancing. These call features are the main reasons that 
mortgage securities trade at a higher yield than comparable Treasury 
securities. 

 5. Liquidity Risks  

Liquidity risk refers to the ease with which a bond can be purchased or sold. 
Bonds that trade frequently and in large amounts, such as Treasury 
securities, usually have less liquidity risk than bonds which trade less 
frequently.  

Liquidity risk is usually indicated by the difference between the bid, or the 
price at which a market maker will purchase a security, and the offer, or the 
price at which a market maker will sell a security.  
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The difference between the bid and the offer prices represent the cost of 
trading the security, and the spread between the two reflects the market 
maker's uncertainty as to the value of the security.  

 

6. Inflation Risks  

Inflation risk refers to the risk that the rate of inflation that is experienced 
by the investor will be higher than anticipated when the bond was 
purchased, resulting in reduced purchasing power.  

This risk can be reduced through the use of adjustable rate bonds, whose 
coupon payments increase or decrease based on the level of a stated index.  

 

7. Currency Risks  

An investor is exposed to currency risk if a bond is denominated in a 
currency other than his home currency.  

If the value of the currency in which the bond is denominated decreases in 
value relative to the investor's home currency, the investor will receive 
smaller interest and principal payments than were expected.  

The investor is also exposed to the interest rate risk and market risk that is 
present in the foreign country where the investment takes place.  

 

8. Event Risks  

Event risks refer to the possibilities that there may be events or 
circumstances that could have a major effect on the ability of an issuer to 
repay a bond obligation.  

This could i.e. be an accident or a takeover or a major natural disaster. 
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Muni Bond update new proposed reg….BB 

 

Plan is under way to boost disclosure 
for muni bonds 
MSRB looks to increase information available to B-Ds, investors 

 March 6, 2011 6:01 am ET 

With criticism mounting about the lack of disclosure in the 
municipal bond market, the agency that oversees the sale of muni securities 
is working on initiatives designed to encourage broker-dealers and issuers 
to provide more information to investors.  

In the next few months, the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board 
plans to introduce guidance on how broker-dealers should communicate 
with clients online. In that guidance, the board will also make it clear to 
broker-dealers that it is their responsibility to keep abreast of financial 
disclosures made by issuers online and to pass that information along to 
investors.  

“We want to help ensure that to the extent that the information is available, 
it's being used and it's being used properly,” said Ernesto Lanza, general 
counsel to the MSRB.  

“Who should the onus fall on? We think the answer is the broker-
dealer, not the investor,” Mr. Lanza said. 

We should all have a basic knowledge of Munis and how 
they work…BB 
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FAQ - Frequently Answered Questions about 
Municipal Bonds 

What are municipal bonds? 

Municipal bonds are bonds issued by states, local governments, school 
districts, power districts, and many other forms of government to raise 
money for projects dedicated to the public interest. Schools, 
bridges, hospitals, power plants, and many forms of public infrastructure 
are built from the money raised by issuing municipal bonds. 

Why do people buy municipal bonds? 

Tax-exempt interest. The primary reason people buy municipal bonds is 
that the interest received from municipal bonds is tax-exempt with regard 
to U.S. federal income taxes. Additionally, if the bonds are issued in your 
state of residence, the interest may be tax-exempt from your state’s income 
taxes. For instance, a California resident would not pay California state 
income tax or federal income tax on the interest received from California 
State General Obligation bonds. 

 

Who benefits the most from municipal bonds? 

As a general rule, the higher your tax bracket, the greater the benefit from 
tax-exempt interest. For instance, a bond yielding 5% tax-free is more 
beneficial to a person in the 35% federal tax bracket as opposed to someone 
in the 15% tax bracket. The person in the highest tax bracket receives a 
significant benefit from the tax-exempt interest. For a person in the 35% 
tax bracket, to equal 5% tax-free interest, he or she would need to earn 7.7% 
taxable interest from CDs or corporate bonds. 
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Who owns municipal bonds? 

As of 2010, there are about $2.8 trillion in municipal bonds outstanding. Of 
this amount, $1 trillion are directly owned by US households. Another $1 
trillion is held by bond funds, money market funds, and closed-end funds. 
The rest are held by banks, insurance companies, and the like. Foreigners, 
corporations, and central banks do not buy municipal bonds in a big way 
because these types of investors do not benefit from U.S. tax-exempt 
interest. 

 

Are municipal bonds safe? 

Historically, municipal bonds have had a strong record of safety compared 
to corporate bonds. Certain types of municipal bonds have been historically 
much safer than others. No state has defaulted on State general obligation 
municipal bonds since the Civil War. The key difference in risk can be 
found between general obligation bonds and revenue bonds. 
Safety is a component of the risk of the project being financed, the 
economic characteristics of the area, the tax backing of the bonds, and 
many other factors. Investors need to understand the default characteristics 
of municipal bonds. 

In addition, investors should understand the recovery rates when municipal 
bonds do default. Recovery rates are the percentage of the money owed that 
the bondholder ultimately recovers after the bonds default. This is 
important to know because all is rarely lost when a municipal bond 
defaults. For instance, with the Orange County default in 1994, the 
bondholders were paid back 100 cents on the dollar with interest within 18 
months of the default. 

 

What are general obligation bonds or G.O.s? 
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With general obligation bonds, the issuer of the bonds is using its taxation 
power to back the interest payments and ultimate repayment of the bonds. 
For instance, when a state, city, county, township, school district issues 
general obligation bonds, the entire taxation power of the issuing 
government is backing the bonds. This mean that if the municipality runs 
into any financial difficulty, it will need to raise taxes in any form that it can 
to the point that bondholders can be paid back. Many states, including 
California, have it written into their constitutions that bondholders of state-
backed debt must be paid before any money can be used for any other 
obligation. In California, bondholders of the state are the second in line 
after the needs of K-12 education. Local municipalities back their general 
obligation bonds with property taxes as this is usually the sole method of 
taxation available to most small towns. If a local government has a financial 
problem, it must raise its property taxes to the point that it can service the 
municipal bonds that it has issued. If it does not, a judge can issue 
something called a writ of mandamus that can force the municipality to 
raise taxes and pay bondholders. School districts issue general obligation 
bonds backed by one or multiple towns that constitute a school district. In a 
nutshell, a general obligation bond means that the issuer is obligated to pay 
the interest and principal on the bonds from any source of revenue it can 
get its hands on. This gives GOs a certain degree of safety compared 
to revenue bonds. 

(we had an event several years ago when a small town here in WA could not 
pay their sewer bonds...BB) 

 

What are revenue bonds?  

Revenue bonds are backed by the revenues expected to be generated from 
the project being financed. Hospitals, housing projects, buildings to be 
leased to governments, sewer systems, power generation, all generate 
revenue after the initial project is financed and built. With revenue bonds, 
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the revenues generated from the project is the money used to pay the 
interest and principal on the bonds. 

For instance, if a bridge authority issues revenue bonds to build a toll 
bridge, the tolls collected when drivers drive over the bridge is the money 
that will be used to pay the interest and ultimately the principal back on the 
bonds. Unlike general obligation bonds, the power of the bridge authority is 
limited in the practical sense: If the expected toll bridge traffic is not there, 
tolls will need to be increased to compensate for the revenue shortfall. 
Unfortunately, if tolls are increased by too big a factor, the revenues would 
decline even more as people take alternate routes to avoid the tolls. Other 
types of revenue bonds such as bonds issued by water systems, sewer 
systems, power generation and distribution systems are considered to be 
more essential in nature. Not only can the utilities that issue the bonds 
increase the prices of these sewer, water, and power, but the ability for an 
homeowner to choose an alternative to the public utility is limited. As such, 
the safety of revenue bonds issued by issuers providing essential services 
are considered to be superior in credit quality to non-essential services. 

 

What is the difference between coupon and yield? 

Coupon is the fixed rate of interest that the issuer pays on an annual basis. 
For instance, a 5% coupon on a bond with $100,000 of face value will pay 
$5,000 of annual interest to the bondholder. If interest rates go down 
considerably, the attractiveness of a 5% bond will increase, the seller of the 
bond will want a premium for the bond…this will result in a lower yield or 
total overall return to the buyer of the bond. For bond investors, the 
amount of interest received annually is set by the coupon, but the overall 
yield or total return is determined by the yield. Understand the 5 elements 
of municipal bonds>>> 
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What is price? 

The easiest way to understand price is that bonds are priced on a “cents on 
the dollar” basis. When a bond is priced at 100, this means that the investor 
is paying 100 cents on the dollar for the value of the bonds. If the investor 
buys $5,000 worth of municipal bonds, the investor will pay $5,000 to the 
seller when the bonds are priced at 100. If the bonds were priced at 90 (90 
cents on the dollar), the investor would be paying $4,500 for $5,000 worth 
of bonds. On a fixed rate municipal bond, the coupon or interest rate is 
fixed. In this scenario, a 5% coupon would pay the bondholder 5% of 
$5,000 on an annual basis even though the investor only paid $4,500 for 
the bonds. Any new bond investor considering bonds should make 
themselves thoroughly aware of these basic concepts. 

 

What are ratings? 

Ratings are a judgment of credit quality made by the 3 big ratings agencies: 
Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, and Fitch Ratings. Municipal bond issuers 
such as states and local municipalities pay the ratings agencies to have their 
credit quality rated. A top credit rating of AAA or Aaa means that 
municipality can borrow at a lower rate of interest than with a lesser rating. 
This is similar to individual credit ratings, the higher an individual’s credit 
rating, the lower the interest rate. The same logic applies to municipal 
borrowers. Learn more about credit ratings. Caution on ratings, be 
sure…BB 

 

How are municipal bonds bought and sold? 

Municipal bonds are not traded on an exchange or through a centralized 
market. Bonds are traded in an over-the-counter market between dealers. 
Investors can buy bonds through full-service brokerages such as Merrill 
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Lynch, Morgan Stanley, Edward Jones; Discount and online brokerages 
such as Zions Direct, Munigo, and others also sell bonds. For individual 
investors, there are also bond dealers and bond brokerages specialize in 
selling and trading municipal bonds. 

 

How do dealers and bond salesman make money?  

Unlike stocks, bonds are generally sold with a markup. This is the 
difference between the price the dealer pays for the bonds and the price the 
dealer sells the bonds to you. In an over-the-counter market, dealers 
actually own the bonds and incur the market risk of owning the bonds in 
their inventory. With stocks, brokerages simply execute a buy or sell order 
that gets executed and matched up with a buyer or seller. With bonds, the 
dealer has to either own the bonds in their own inventory or has to buy the 
bonds from another dealer before selling them to you. The markup between 
the dealer’s cost and price you pay is the dealer’s profit. If you pay a 
commission on a bond transaction at most online brokerages, there might 
also be a markup in addition to the commissions being charged. Read the 
fine print. Known in the trade as the spiff…BB 

 

Why are transaction costs with bonds higher than for stocks?  

There are many reasons. 1) Bonds are sold in an over-the-counter market 
where dealers incur market risk. 2) A stock commission of $8 is not the true 
cost of a stock trade. On many stock trades, the brokerage gets paid order-
flow payments from market makers. Market makers are the people 
making the stock market more efficient by always having a price that they 
are willing to sell a particular stock for and a price that they are willing to 
buy a particular stock for. The market makers then make a spread or profit 
on stock trades. After all, market makers would not be paying brokerages 
for order flow unless they were able to make a profit from the order flow. 
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This is the true cost of stock trades. In the bond market, the full profit 
between the dealer’s cost and investor’s price is more apparent. A dealer 
might make between .25% and 2% of a bond trade on most trades. 

 

Are dealer markups too high? 

Perhaps, perhaps not. The primary consideration for the investor should be 
the yield. The yield quoted to you is inclusive of all of the transaction costs 
and dealer markup; if the yield is attractive to you given the risk profile of 
the bonds, the markup should not matter unless you can buy the exact same 
bonds at a better price from a different dealer, which you might be able to 
do and should do if you can. An additional consideration regarding 
markups is the duration of the bonds that you are buying. If you are buying 
a bond maturing 20 years from now, think of the initial dealer markup as 
your entire transaction cost over 20 years. To accurately understand this, 
compare the markup to the 1% annual asset management fee charged by 
many full-service investment managers. Instead of being charged .5%-1% 
every single year on managed money, a bond trade with even a 2% markup 
is a one-time charge for a 20-year investment with no additional charges 
for the entire 20 years. An investor should also compare this to the fees 
with mutual funds. The financial advisor selling you a mutual fund can 
receive up to 5% upfront for getting you to purchase a mutual fund without 
you knowing. Additionally, the advisor selling you a mutual fund may 
receive annual fees from the fund. When buying a bond, the ultimate 
consideration should be your expected yield on the investment. The lower 
the price you pay for the bonds, the better your yield will be. But do not be 
penny-wise, pound foolish. Dealer markups, when truly compared to the 
costs of other investment products, are not necessarily unwarranted or 
egregious. 
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Wouldn’t it be easier to buy a bond fund rather than individual 
bonds? 

One of the biggest benefits to a bond fund is diversification. 
However, unlike with stocks, a bond fund can neutralize one of 
the biggest benefits of owning bonds:  A guaranteed rate of interest 
and the guaranteed return of principal (provided the bonds do not default). 
When an investor buys a bond, he is guaranteed a rate of return and a 
maturity date on which the investor will get paid back exactly the amount of 
money that he was expecting. Owning a bond fund is the equivalent of 
owning a share in a portfolio of bonds that changes over time. The 
investor is not guaranteed a fixed rate of interest and the return of 
principal, but the current value and income of the bond portfolio at a given 
point. The investor does get instant liquidity unlike with a bond, which an 
investor has to sell to a dealer. For investors that want to control the exact 
timing of their cash flow from interest and be assured of exact dates for 
return of principal, buying a portfolio of individual bonds is a superior 
strategy to buying a bond fund. 

 

What are the risks of bond investing?  

With bonds, a person has to evaluate credit risk, whether the entity is 
going to pay them back on time and in full. Other risks are:  

 inflation risk 
 interest rate risk 
 liquidity or marketability risk 
 call risk, legislative risk 
 reinvestment risk. 

 Learn more about the risks of investing in bonds. A bond investor’s goal is 
to get exactly what they expect, which are the scheduled payments of 
interest and the return of principal on the maturity date. 
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Are bonds harder to value and evaluate than stocks? 

With stocks, people have to value a company’s earnings, products, balance 
sheet debt, margins, capital expenditures, competitive position, 
management, currency risk, regulatory issues among many other factors, 
and the general perception of the company by other investors. People 
generally don’t think valuing stocks are that complicated, even though the 
factors are very complicated. With bonds, the basic factors to evaluate are 
the quality of the issuer and the base of revenues or security backing the 
bonds. After that, it is determining whether the maturity length and yield 
available are acceptable given your evaluation of risk. Every part of a bond 
investor’s evaluation should involved the likelihood of being paid back in 
addition to things like inflation, marketability, interest rates, legislative 
issues. 

For instance, if you expect tremendous inflation, the maturities that you 
should be buying should be short-term. If tax rates go down materially, the 
benefit from municipal bond interest would be lower and bond yields would 
be higher. If the tax-exemption on bond interest is eliminated, municipal 
bond yields would have to be higher and comparable to taxable bonds. If 
you ever need to sell bonds prior to maturity, a bond that is widely held will 
be more marketable or easier to sell than one that isn’t. For instance, a 
California St General Obligation bond is a more well-known name than a 
small town in Iowa. Being aware of these factors is an important part of 
being a knowledgeable bond investor 

 

 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
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The Other Side of the Table 

…..it’s all based on your view…………. 

 

Sometimes it is how you look at things that can make the difference.  
The other side of the table is all about that….how you look at things! 
 

 

 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Jump to: navigation, search  

 In finance, a Barbell strategy is formed when a Trader invests in Long and Short duration 
bonds, but does not invest in the intermediate duration bonds. 
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A barbell strategy is one of several different types of portfolio strategies that is designed to create 
a reasonable return on the investments that are part of the asset portfolio. Essentially, the barbell 
strategy is built around the concept of focusing on the maturities of the securities that are part of 
the portfolio and making sure that the maturity dates are either very close or at a distant date. 
Here is how the barbell strategy works, and what types of results are desired as a result of 
utilizing barbell strategies. 

The key to employing a barbell strategy is seeking to include bonds and other securities that are 
set to mature either in the short term or the long term. While it is always a good idea to include a 
mix of investments with a variety of maturation dates, the difference in this approach is to 
concentrate those dates at opposite ends of the spectrum. This means that two blocs or groups are 
created within the portfolio, rather than having securities that mature consistently from one 
period to the next. 

Part of the purpose of the barbell strategy is to allow for a quick turnover of a significant amount 
of the assets in the portfolio at one time. For example, attention should be paid to the bloc of 
short-term investments, so they can all be rolled over into new short-term investments as they 
reach maturity. Typically, this leads to an increase in the value of the investments that are turned 
over, thus increasing the overall value of the investment portfolio. 

 

 

See date of article….2005, now in 2011 we have had a 
client of ours being sold the same 
concept…..hmmmm.   

I have a question, what happens to the value of 
bonds when interest rates increase? Write down 
your answer and it will help you sell more annuities. 
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The Barbell Strategy  
Marilyn Cohen, 05.09.05, 12:00 AM ET  

As rates rise, a smart move is to split your bond portfolio 
between very long and very short terms. Munis do this the best.  

Barbells aren't just for bodybuilding. This is the name of a smart bond 
strategy for when interest rates are rising, like now. To create a barbell 
bond portfolio, you buy obligations with maturities clustered at the two 
extremes of the yield curve--long and very short, usually a 50-50 split to 
start. This strategy gives you good interest from the long end (I'd go out ten 
years). From the short end you get the flexibility to produce quick cash for 
eventually purchasing other longer-term bonds, whose prices will be 
declining amid the escalating rates.  
 
Such a maneuver is best accomplished with municipal bonds, which, for 
high-bracket taxpayers, yield more after taxes than U.S. Treasuries. One 
reason to use munis is that myriad good ones that pay well are available 
these days. This is particularly true for short-term munis, whose yields 
fluctuate to jibe with prevailing rates. What I have in mind are the floating-
rate munis with rates that reset daily, weekly or monthly. Their principals 
stay at par value. Minimum purchase: $100,000. They are blessedly 
without bid/ask spreads; you buy them and put them back at par to the 
issuer whenever you want. (Brokers handling them take a negotiated fee 
from the issuer.)  
 
   
Marilyn Cohen is president of Envision Capital Management, Inc., a Los 
Angeles fixed-income money manager and author of The Bond Bible. Find 
past columns at www.forbes.com/cohen. 

 

Barbells?   
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I have always been troubled by this approach to income 
protection, their position of the long position in their example is 
10 years but probably longer term holds would be necessary.  

The short position would require buying in the secondary market 
based on yield and not coupon.  What happens if general interest 
rates drop or increase, how does the investor get out without a 
loss?   

Let’s start by looking at this philosophy from the “other side of the 
table.” 

If you were going to invest in the Barbell Strategy what would be 
the reason?   

 

Inflation protection?  Growth?  What? 

 

Income.  Income would be the only possible reason for using this 
approach.   If the truth is real and income is the reason, why 
would anyone ever take a chance on something so volatile as the 
bond market?   

Why?  The reason for me is easy; they were sold this nonsense by 
a broker.  There would be no other reason.  None. 

Why wouldn’t a broker use an annuity?  That answer is simple 
also.  They don’t sell our products because there is no income 
stream for them over the years.  They cannot roll and move 
bonds which generate new revenue when an annuity is used. 

 

Barbells?….pure crap.   
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If it looks like an annuity, smells like an annuity, acts 
like an annuity…it isn’t Barbells.  It is an annuity. 

 

Thank the Good Lord you are an annuity 
salesperson. 

---------------------------------------- 
 

Disclosure is important…but look what the new rules for 
Licensed Brokers and Fee Based Planners…..now this is 
real disclosure.   I am happy I sell annuities.  This is what 
the SEC would have impaled on us with 151A…..BB 

Horsesmouth.com is a good website to keep up on a wide range 
of info….BB 

http://www.horsesmouth.com/hm.asp?ID=85857&Loc=&Flag=x&r=0%
2E3538172 
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15 Things to Know About the New Part 2 
of Form ADV  
By Amy E. Buttell 
Mar. 7, 2011 
   

   
  

  
  

 

New rules require that you convey details about your business in plain English 
so that clients can easily understand it. While writing the narrative may be a 
struggle, the good news is that once you're done, you won't need to update it 
annually unless there are material 
changes. Here's what you need to 
know. 

In the wake of the financial 
crisis, regulators are betting that 
more disclosure will help investors make better decisions. This 
means big changes in Part 2 of Form ADV, for both state- and SEC-
registered advisors.  

Between last July and the end of May, depending on when their 
fiscal year ends, advisors must revise their Form ADV Part 2 and 
include certain specific disclosures in what the federal Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) describes as "plain English." All 
advisors must include information about their business practices, 
potential conflicts of interest, and background information about the 
investment firm's employees who actually provide investment 
advice, according to the SEC. The brochure and applicable 
supplements must not only be archived and sent to all current 
clients, but also be provided electronically to the SEC, which will 
make it available to the public at large. 

In proposing the changes that were adopted late last year, SEC 
chairman Mary L. Schapiro said in July, "The rules under 
consideration would require information to be presented in a 
consistent, uniform manner, allowing investors to compare 
information between brochures—and therefore between advisors. 
Second, the rules will establish important new standards that will 
require financial firms to provide a client with key information about 
the individual from whom they are receiving advice." 
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Here are the most important facts you need to know about the new 
format: 

1. Specific format required. Formerly, Part 2 of Form ADV 
allowed advisors to check boxes and provide very brief 
narrative comments to comply with this reporting 
requirement. Instead of the check-box format, each advisor 
must now provide a brochure that comprehensively describes 
his or her business, disciplinary history, employment history, 
conflicts of interest, ethics policy, fee schedule, and 
investment philosophy.  

Briefly, the brochure must include: 

o A cover page with the name of the firm, website, 
business address, contact information, and brochure 
date 

o A list of material changes that have occurred in the 
advisor's business since the brochure was last 
published 

o A table of contents that permits readers to find topics 
easily 

o A description of the advisor's business, total assets, 
and any specialties the firm promotes 

o A list of the fees and a disclosure of whether fees are 
negotiable, including a separate list of performance-
based fees, if those are charged 

o A description of the type of client the firm serves, 
minimum account sizes, and requirements for opening 
and maintaining an account 

o An explanation of the advisor's investment strategies, 
including how investments are analyzed and a 
disclosure about the risk of loss 

o A disclosure of disciplinary information or legal matter 
that is material to how a client or prospective client 
may evaluate the integrity of the advisor, including all 
events that have occurred in the past 10 years  

o A description of the advisor's affiliations and 
relationships, including referral partners and 
description of any compensation arrangement 
between firms. 

The SEC describes the supplement requirement as "flexible." 
However, if a specific item is not relevant to your financial 
advisory practice, you can't just skip it; the SEC requires 
listing the title, then stating that it is not relevant to that 
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particular advisor. 

While each supplement must follow a specific format, 
supplements may be included within the main brochure or 
packaged and delivered separately. Supplements include a 
wrap-fee brochure and biographical information about 
employees who provide investment advice.  

2. Must be delivered to clients and available electronically. 
Once the new brochure and supplemental disclosures are 
prepared and delivered to clients within 120 days of the end 
of the fiscal year, future brochures may be limited to a 
summary of material changes disclosed annually. If there are 
no material changes since the brochure was initially issued, 
advisors don't have to prepare or deliver a summary of 
changes to clients or the SEC. The brochure supplement 
does not have to be updated annually unless there are 
material changes.  

Both the brochure and the supplement must be filed with the 
SEC via the IARD system in searchable PDF format; they 
must also be filed with any relevant state security regulators. 
For new and prospective clients, the brochure must be 
delivered either before or at the time the client enters into a 
relationship with the advisor. Advisors must retain copies of 
all brochures, supplements, and summaries of material 
changes. 

3. Easy-to-understand terminology required. The SEC's final 
Form ADV rule states "in drafting the brochure, advisors, 
among other things, should use short sentences; definite, 
concrete and everyday words; and active voice." Specifically, 
your written description must: 

o Take into account clients' level of financial 
sophistication 

o Use tables and lists 
o Avoid double negatives 
o Employ examples and illustrations 

4. Costs to prepare and revise increase. The SEC estimates 
that the regulatory burden on advisors to comply with these 
new regulations will take 36 hours and cost approximately 
anywhere from $3,000 to $18,912 annually, depending on 
how much outside consulting help is required and the size of 
the firm. That includes legal, compliance, design, printing, 
and delivery costs.  
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Firms that offer an ADV Form Part 2 solution include National 
Regulatory Service's web-based Form ADV Architect, 
Protracker's Narrative Form ADV Part 2 Template, and 
Advisor Consultant Network's ADV App. 

5. Fee information must be more transparent. As is currently 
required, fee disclosures include fee schedules, negotiability 
of fees, how fees are billed or deducted, whether fees are 
charged in advance of services provided, and how refunds 
are determined if a client leaves. What's new are disclosures 
about other costs clients may incur in connection with 
advisory services such as brokerage commissions, custody 
fees, mutual fund, and ETF expenses and brokerage fees.  

Disclosure of performance-based fees and any soft-dollar 
practices are also mandated. For advisors who sponsor wrap 
programs, there must be a separate wrap-fee program 
brochure that describes the fees as well as whether any 
managers are related parties, any potential conflicts of 
interest involved in such relationship and how those conflicts 
are managed. 

6. Advisor, personnel resumes required. The resumes of any 
firm personnel who provide financial advice to clients must be 
disclosed in a supplemental brochure. The rule states 
"brochure supplements will contain information about the 
educational background, business experience, and 
disciplinary history (if any) of the supervised persons who 
provide advisory services to the client."  

Information about each individual who interacts with clients 
and provides advice must include their formal education and 
business background, including what specific positions were 
held at previous employers for the past five years. While 
professional designations may be included in the supplement, 
they aren't required. If such designations are included, an 
explanation of the minimum qualifications required to earn 
such designations must also be included in the supplement. 

The supplement must describe how supervisory personnel 
are monitored in terms of the investment advice they provide. 
Every supervised person who either formulates investment 
advice and has direct client contact, or who makes 
investment decisions regarding client assets must be 
included in the supplement. However, information about 
executives who don't either formulate investment advice 
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and/or interact with clients doesn't have to be included in the 
supplement. 

7. Details about investment strategy needed. The form 
previously required disclosures about an advisor's investment 
strategies and risk of loss, but as with the rest of the form, 
such descriptions must be in narrative form. If there are any 
unusual risks connected with specific investment strategies 
pursued by the advisor, those risks must be disclosed. 

8. Conflicts of interest, code of ethics must be disclosed. 
While the SEC requires more transparency regarding referral 
relationships, no disclosure is required regarding referral 
partners unless some type of compensation is involved that 
could be considered material or unless it presents a potential 
conflict of interest. If you receive a financial benefit from a 
non-client for providing advisory services to clients, such as a 
sales award or prize, those arrangements must be disclosed. 

If a conflict of interest exists because an advisor has a 
financial interest in a product he recommends, those 
relationships must be disclosed as well as how those conflicts 
are addressed. In addition, the SEC now requires disclosure 
of the conflicts of interest created when advisors reward 
brokers for client referrals and any specific procedures used 
to direct brokerage activity to referring brokers. A summary of 
the firm's ethics code must be included and advisors must 
make the entire code of ethics available to clients upon 
request. 

9. Disciplinary events in the past 10 years considered 
material. The SEC is very clear that any disciplinary event or 
criminal activity that has occurred in the last 10 years is 
material. While the SEC allows that "the advisor may rebut 
this presumption, in which case no disclosure is required," 
advisors must document the reasons behind this 
determination so that the SEC can monitor compliance. 
Actions that merit disclosure include any and all matters 
related to criminal convictions or securities industry 
disciplinary actions, including, but not limited to "theft, bribery, 
perjury, forgery, counterfeiting, extortion, and violations of 
securities laws." 

Events older than 10 years must be disclosed if the event is 
serious enough that it is material to clients' evaluation of the 
integrity of the advisor and management. In its final rule, the 
SEC notes that fiduciaries have an obligation based on their 
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role to disclose any material information about their 
background to clients and prospective clients.  

While the SEC specifically avoided requiring disclosure of 
arbitration awards, the rule notes that advisors must carefully 
decide if individual arbitration awards are material and should 
be disclosed. The SEC reserves the right to change this 
requirement and may do so in the future. 

10. Trade aggregation must be disclosed. Advisors must 
disclose whether they aggregate trades in an effort to obtain 
volume discounts on execution costs. If not, advisors must 
disclose that lack of trade aggregation may increase clients' 
costs. 

11. Frequency of client account reviews must be noted. If 
you don't have a policy on how often you conduct reviews of 
client accounts, it's time to implement one. Firms must also 
identify who conducts the review. If reviews aren't conducted 
at regular intervals, advisors must stipulate what triggers an 
account review. 

12. Prepayment of fees triggers audited balance sheet 
requirement. For fee-only advisors who receive any pre-
payment of fees in advance of services provided, an audited 
balance sheet revealing the firm's assets and liabilities at the 
end of the most recent fiscal year must be included.  

13. Certain parties excluded from brochure supplement. The 
brochure supplement doesn't have to be supplied to clients 
who are other registered investment companies and business 
development companies; clients who receive only 
"impersonal" investment advice for which they pay $500 or 
less per year; and qualified clients who are related to the 
advisor by virtue of an officer, director, employee, or other 
relationship. 

14. Proxy voting rules changed. Advisors who vote clients' 
proxies must disclose how clients can obtain information 
about how they were voted, how clients may direct their own 
votes, and how any conflicts of interest related to proxy voting 
are handled. If clients vote their own proxies, advisors must 
explain how they will receive their proxy solicitations. 

15. Supplement deadlines extended. While advisors must 
adhere to the original deadlines for submission and delivery 
of the main and wrap-fee brochures, the deadline for 
submission and delivery of the supplement has been 
extended.  

Advisors currently registered with the SEC that have a fiscal 
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year ending on July 31, 2011, have until Sept. 30 to provide 
existing clients with supplements; deadlines for advisors with 
fiscal years ending on April 30 are unchanged, also on Sept. 
30, 2011. For advisors with fiscal years ending after April 30, 
the supplement must be delivered to new and prospective 
clients as soon as it is filed with the SEC and to existing 
clients within 60 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers and 
definitions: 
Trading Slang and Expressions 

 Babysitting:  This means that you are holding a losing trade 
for a long time, hoping the price will increase enough so you can 
get out of the trade with an even balance. 

  
 Buying Power: If that trader gets slammed again, his buying 

power will dwindle down to nothing! - The total of a trader's 
equity and all available margins. 

  
 Crunching: This happens when the support of a stock seems 

non-existent, and the price starts to fall rather quickly.  

 Investor: When you dare to hold the position overnight. - Hey, 
the market closing in a few minutes, are you going to sell that 
stock, or become an investor?" 
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 Jigged Out: When you're in a trade, and the market briefly 

turns around, usually fairly quickly, and you get swindled into 
closing out the trade. 

  
 Learning Curve: However long it takes you to figure out the 

rules of the game, and become a profitable trader. 
  
 Melting: Taking large losses in a short amount of time. This 

loss is so large that the trader cannot continue to trade 
anymore. 

  
 Nut: A nut is the total cost of commissions on your trades. 
  
 Printing on the "O": The stock's running, it's printing on the 

"O"! - When the trade price is wither below the Inside Bid price 
or higher than the Inside Ask price. "Overriding" prices indicate 
tremendous urgency to either buy or sell that stock. 

  
 Scalper:  A scalper is a high volume trader who is looking for 

small winners. An example is someone who trades 1,000 shares, 
and is only looking for 1/4 point or less. 

  
 Slippage:  Market orders that get filled at disadvantageous 

higher or lower prices. 
  
 Squiggly Lines: That trader uses a lot of squiggly lines on his 

chart. - Technical indicators that traders use on their charts to 
assist in trading. 

  
 Stick: A full point (or dollar). 
  
 Tanking: Used to describe the market when it takes a sharp 

turn for the worst. 
  
 Whacked: A swift, sharp trade that goes against the trader. 

 

 


